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Maytag quiet series 200 pump



Model Number MDB6600AWQ Brand Maytag Age 1-5 years Gentlemen: We have this Maytag dishwasher bought new in January 2004, which is installed in an apartment and uses about 4 1/2 months per year. Recently, around 1-2 water remained at the bottom of the tub after the dishes were clean.
Sometimes it just sws right, but sometimes it doesn't. I had a Sears technician out to look at the problem, and he said I needed a new drain pump for $211.43 parts &amp; work, but I would have to order a P/N WP6-917641 Drain pump set &amp; will return when the pump comes in. When the pump came
in and they called for repairs, I informed them that the dishwasher was working well, because the technician was here two weeks ago. I didn't see how the pump could have been bad if the dishwasher had worked well for the last two weeks. I canceled the repair, but I had to pay $50. Since then, the
dishwasher has worked well for another week, but it hasn't gone dry out anymore! I restarted it and after about two minutes pressed the START/Cancel button to see if the water would ooh out of the bath that had worked before. Unfortunately, the water didn't dry out! The dishwasher is not connected to
the disposal, but to the other side of the double sink. Normally I can hear the water draining down the drain when the dishwasher is working, and today the pump made a gurgling sound, but I couldn't hear the water going down the sink. I'm going to unplug the drain pipe tomorrow to see if it can be
plugged in, but I seriously doubt it! The drain pipe was diverted over the top of the tub as it came out of the factory, so I don't think the problem is in the direction of the pipe, especially since my unit was doing fine in the first two years. Any comments that would help solve my problem would be very com
guests. Charles E Thompson Did you hear any sound when you pressed the cancel/runoff button? It's either your runoff engine, as he said, or your control board doesn't send energy into the engine drain, or something in between you're stuck in the engine drain. What is the full model and serial number of
your dishwasher? is located inside the door. Jake Appliance Repair School 1987-1988 Star Appliance Tech. 2 pp. 1988-1990 Wards Appliance Tech. 11, 2014 in New York 1990-2001 Sears Appliance Tech. 4 yrs. 2001-Oct. 2005 Jake's Appliance Repair Nov. 2005-present Look-Up &amp; Order Parts
Maytag QuietSeries 200 won't drain My original response is inadvertently sent before the insularity. Here's the intended answer. QUOTE: Thanks for your call answer Jake, To answer your two questions: 1. No I did not hear any huma when I pressed the START /Cancel button. 2. My dishwasher is model
#MDB6600AWQ, S/N 22161394CX. As I said in the original post, I was going to unplug the drain pipe at the sink today to see if it was plugged in. I did it and it didn't seem to be plugged in, nor did it drain pipe at the sink is blocked. Then I put the drain pipe in a bucket for three gallons on the floor, pressed
the START/Cancel button on the unit and didn't hear any hum. After about a minute or two, the dishwasher started. I let it run for about a minute, then pressed the START /Cancel button. I didn't hear the hume again, but to my oddity, the drain pump filled the bucket almost full, with what I thought was a
very strong flow from the drain pipe. I can't understand why the water dried up when the drain pipe wasn't plugged into the drain. The pump is strong enough to pump water on top of the dishwasher, but not into the sink drain, which is 8 to 9 lower than the top of the dishwasher? The direction of the drain
pipe is shown in the installation instructions and nothing has changed since the original installation in January 2004. There are no air gaps in the system, but the installation instructions do not call for one! Your further help in this mystery would be comm will be commoded. Charles Thompson It's very
strange, So you started as normal after running in wash you pressed the start/cancel button and started running into the bucket with a good flow? And there's nothing clogged in where your drain connects to the sink? It's a secret to me, I don't know what's going on. Jake Appliance Repair School 1987-
1988 Star Appliance Tech. 2 pp. 1988-1990 Wards Appliance Tech. 11, 2014 in New York 1990-2001 Sears Appliance Tech. 4 yrs. 2001-Oct. 2005 Jake's Appliance Repair Nov. 2005-present Look-Up &amp; Order Parts Maytag QuietSeries 200 won't dogran Thanks for your reply Jake, Yes, it's a
mistery too! After the sink drained into the bucket, I reconnected the drain hose to the sink and last night chased the dishwasher through the entire normal washing cycle. Everything was clean and there was no water left at the bottom of the tub when I opened the dishwasher this morning! I think I'll take
$211.43 to install a new drain pump and see how it goes out of here! I forgot to mention, when I dry the dishwasher into a bucket, I poured water from the bucket into the sink and there was absolutely nothing in the dishwasher. I thought i could find a clue as to what caused the blockage if it existed. You
could add your wife didn't put a pan full of mashed potatoes in the dishwasher as I read in one of the other posts about this runoff problem! Anyway, thank you for your comments. I'll let you know if I have anything new to add to this mystery in the next few months. Charles Thompson Ok, that sounds
good, Charles. Jake Appliance Repair School 1987-1988 Star Appliance Tech. 2 pp. 1988-1990 Wards Appliance Tech. 11, 2014 in New York 1990-2001 Sears Appliance Tech. 4 yrs. 2001-Oct. 2005 Jake's Appliance Repair Nov. 2005-present Look-Up &amp; Order Parts Maytag QuietSeries 200 won't
drain Hi Jake, Just thought I thought I'd let you know my suspected machine okay for three days and then I found 2 water again in bottem after having finished the regular cycle for cleaning today. This time I did not disconnect the drain pipe, but I simply emptied the gadgets from the machine, pressed the
START/Cancel button, let it was 1 minute, and then pressed the START/Cancel button again. At first it sounded deep, like it wasn't going to be empty for about 15 seconds, but then I heard the water rush down the drain. Now there's no water at the bottom of the tub! That's definitely a secret to me! Is it
possible that the drain pump is partially out of time and for some reason for some reason it doesn't empty the machine? I'm not in the mood to spend $200 to help Sears replace a pump on a machine that costs just $340 to start with, but can you try to buy a drain pump from this website for about $45, and
install it yourself if you think this could be a problem? Is the pump itself all I need, and would you come with the necessary instructions? Thank you for your further comments. Charles Thompson. Sounds like an engine spill. No instructions come with it, but its pretty straight forward, just untie the
pipe/electrical connector from the original and install this new one the same as the original: WP6-917641 Drain Pump Jake Appliance Repair School 1987-1988 Star Appliance Tech. 2 yrs. 1988-1990 Wards Appliance Tech. 11, 2014 in New York 1990-2001 Sears Appliance Tech. 4 yrs. 2001-Oct. 2005
Jake's Appliance Repair Nov. 2005-present Look-Up &amp; Order Parts Maytag QuietSeries 200 won't dogran Hi Jake, Thanks for your comments. I'll order a gas station right away. I appreciate all the comments and help. Charles Thompson sounds good, Charles, tell us how it's going. Jake Appliance
Repair School 1987-1988 Star Appliance Tech. 2 pp. 1988-1990 Wards Appliance Tech. 11 hours. 1990-2001 Sears Appliance Tech. 4 yrs. 2001-Oct. 2005 Jake's Appliance Repair Nov. 2005-present Look-Up &amp; Order Parts Maytag Quiet Series 200 won't drain Hi Jake, This is in reply to your
3/26/07 email that let you know how it goes. I ordered a new pump that you suggested, and it came in two days! Excellent service! However, my dishwasher has since worked fine with the original pump, except once last week when it didn't completely dry out. Then I just pressed the START button /
Cancel, let the machine wash for about two minutes, pressed the START button / Cancel again and the unit completely drained. It's worked fine ever since. I think I'll keep the new drain pump assembly as a backup copy in case the original pump finally delivers one day. It was certainly a mystery to me
about why I was getting this interrupted drain problem, but I can live with it until you press the START button/ Cancel a few times to solve the problem. Thank you for your help. Charles Thompson Yes, it's very strange that nothing has been solved I wish I could help you, Charles, but I don't have any more
ideas about what caused it. Jake Appliance Repair School 1987-1988 Star Appliance Tech. 2 pp. 1988-1990 Wards Appliance Tech. 11, 2014 in New York 1990-2001 Sears Appliance Tech. 4 yrs. 2001-Oct. 2005 Jake's Appliance Repair Nov. 2005-present Look-Up &amp; Order Parts Maytag Quiet
Series 200 won't doge Thanks for your comments, Jake. yes, that's a secret. I just wanted to tell you what happened since I ordered a new drain pump. If anything new happens, I'll judge you. Charles Thompson Ok, that sounds good, Charles. Jake Appliance Repair School 1987-1988 Star Appliance
Tech. 2 pp. 1988-1990 Wards Appliance Tech. 11, 2014 in New York 1990-2001 Sears Appliance Tech. 4 yrs. 2001-Oct. 2005 Jake's Appliance Repair Nov. 2005-present Look-Up &amp; Order Parts Maytag Quiet Series 200 won't drain Hi Jake, Well, it finally happened! After about a month, my
dishwasher stopped drying out again, and nothing I tried would dry out again. I'm glad I kept the new pump I ordered a few weeks ago. Last Friday, May 18, I pulled out the dishwasher and installed a new pump. As you said, the assembly was straight ahead and I had no problem replacing the drain pump.
The dishwasher's been working fine since I did it, so I feel like I had a drain pump that was getting worse for some reason. I thought you wanted to know how this all ended. Thank you so much for your help. Charles Thompson Excellent Charles, I'm glad the new pump fixed it. Thank you for coming back
to update us. Jake Appliance Repair School 1987-1988 Star Appliance Tech. 2 yrs. 1988-1990 Wards Appliance Tech. 11, 2014 in New York 1990-2001 Sears Appliance Tech. 4 yrs. 2001-Oct. 2005 Jake's Appliance Repair Nov. 2005-present Look-Up &amp; Order Parts Parts
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